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The recent joint OIC/Arab League summit in Riyadh aimed at addressing the Gaza
tragedy fell short of expectations. The conference, brimming with Muslim world
leaders, resulted in no concrete action plan to halt the ongoing massacre in Gaza.
While the summit included calls for a ceasefire and condemnation of Israeli
violence, it lacked substantial steps to address the crisis. Amid the summit’s
luxury, the people of Gaza, reeling from burying their loved ones daily, remained
at the mercy of Israeli strikes. Various suggestions, such as calls to sever ties
with Israel or designate the Israeli military as a terrorist group, found little
support. Despite the alarming death toll, the Muslim world’s influential figures
failed to unify in communicating a clear message that the massacre of
Palestinians must cease. The helplessness of grand political gestures against
Israeli aggression remains evident as the slaughter persists while world leaders
either stand by or provide feeble appeals to halt the bloodshed.

Easy/Short SUMMARY:
A recent conference involving Muslim world leaders to address the Gaza tragedy
fell short, lacking a clear plan to stop the ongoing massacre. While there were
discussions on condemning Israeli violence and calling for a ceasefire, no
substantial actions were agreed upon. Despite the death toll, influential figures
could not agree on a strong, united message against the massacre, leaving the
Palestinian people vulnerable to ongoing attacks.
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SOLUTIONS of The Problem:

Global Diplomatic Pressure

Concerted diplomatic efforts to bring global attention to the ongoing crisis in
Gaza, pressuring Israel to cease its attacks through collective international voices
and possible sanctions.

Humanitarian Aid and Support

Intensify efforts to provide immediate humanitarian aid to the affected regions,
ensuring medical supplies, food, and shelter reach the affected areas.

United Front of Muslim and Arab States

Create a unified stance among Muslim and Arab nations to exert pressure
collectively on Israel to halt the attacks and establish peace talks.

Lobby for International Intervention

Urge major global powers and international organizations to intervene and
mediate to cease hostilities, paving the way for a sustainable ceasefire and
dialogue.

Global Civil Society Mobilization

Encourage widespread civil society movements and global protests to raise
awareness and demand international intervention, amplifying the urgency of the
situation.

IMPORTANT Facts and Figures Given in the
article:

The OIC/Arab League summit in Riyadh aimed to address the Gaza tragedy,
with minimal substantive outcomes.
Calls for a ceasefire and condemnation of Israeli violence were echoed at the
summit, but without effective action plans.
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Suggestions made to suspend ties with Israel or label the Israeli military as a
“terrorist group” found little support.
Despite the significant death toll in the Gaza massacre, influential figures in
the Muslim world failed to unite in denouncing the attacks on Palestinians.

MCQs from the Article:
Where was the recent joint OIC/Arab League summit held?1.
A. Dubai
B. Riyadh
C. Jerusalem
D. Tehran

What was the primary objective of the summit?2.
A. Discuss global climate change
B. Address political conflicts in Latin America
C. Tackle the Gaza tragedy
D. Unite for a military alliance

What was the response to calls for ties suspension with Israel?3.
A. Found strong support
B. Had few takers
C. Generated a unified agreement
D. Led to immediate action

What did the French president highlight about the ongoing situation?4.
A. Supported Israel’s actions
B. Urged Tel Aviv to cease killing innocent civilians
C. Backed military intervention in Gaza
D. Advised on supporting Israel financially

What was the response of the global elite to the Gaza massacre,5.
according to the article?
A. Immediate intervention for peace talks
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B. Formation of a unified peacekeeping force
C. Inaction or feeble entreaties to stop the violence
D. Strong condemnation and sanctions

VOCABULARY:
Entreaties (noun) (مرتجی): Earnest requests or petitions.1.
Potentates (noun) (شہنشاہ): Monarchs or rulers who wield substantial2.
power or influence.
Destitute (adjective) (مفلس): Extremely poor and lacking the basic3.
necessities of life.
Reeling (verb) (پھسل جانا): To stagger or lurch violently.4.
Averting (verb) (دور کرنا): Preventing or warding off.5.
Slaughter (noun) (قتل عام): The killing of a large number of people or6.
animals in a cruel or violent manner.
Staunch (adjective) (مضبوط): Strong, loyal, and committed.7.
Amplifying (verb) (اضافہ کرنا): Increasing the volume, extent, or8.
effectiveness.
Mobilization (noun) (متحرک کرنا): The act of bringing people or resources9.
together for a particular cause.
Feeble (adjective) (کمزور): Lacking strength or effectiveness.10.

� Important Notice:

We are deeply concerned about individuals who share our summaries without
providing proper credit. In life, maturity often teaches us the importance of
recognizing and acknowledging the efforts of others. A level of maturity will
strike you that everyone deserves credit for their work, however, it may take
some time. We kindly request that you refrain from removing the attribution label
affixed to this article. Considerable time, effort, resources, and expertise have
been invested in its creation. It is essential to exhibit professionalism by crediting
the source appropriately and acknowledging the rightful contributions. Your
cooperation in sharing the original article is greatly appreciated.
Failure to comply with this request may lead to legal consequences. We maintain
a dedicated team of advocates ready to address instances of unprofessional and
unethical behaviour, including copyright infringement. Furthermore, we retain
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the prerogative to restrict access to article summaries exclusively for our
registered users should these attributions be disregarded. Unauthorized use or
distribution of our content may result in the removal of access for non-registered
users as a consequence of such behaviour.
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dawn.com
OIC inaction
Editorial
3–4 minutes

NOT much was expected from the joint OIC/Arab League summit held in Riyadh
on Saturday to discuss the blood-soaked tragedy underway in Gaza. And sure
enough, the presidents, princes and potentates that hold sway over the Muslim
world lived up to expectations, with no clear action plan emerging to stop the
massacre.

As the Muslim world’s rulers discussed the matter in a luxurious conference
centre, the hungry, destitute and bloodied people of Gaza — dazed after burying
their loved ones and neighbours day after day — waited for the next Israeli
missile to strike.

In Riyadh, there were calls for a ceasefire and condemnation of Israeli violence,
but beyond that little of substance, as the Palestinian president demanded an end
to this “genocidal war”, while urging the US to use its good offices to ask Tel Aviv
to stop the Gaza slaughter.
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It is unlikely that those who matter in Washington or Tel Aviv will heed this
request. Algeria, on the other hand, wanted Muslim and Arab states to suspend
ties with Israel, while Iran recommended a boycott of Israel and the designation
of the Israeli military as a “terrorist group”.

There were few takers for these proposals. It is indeed tragic that despite the
murder of over 11,000 Palestinians in the Israeli onslaught, the high and mighty
of the Muslim world — with their standing armies, tens of billions of dollars and
vast economic clout — could not even agree to a common framework that would
clearly communicate to Israel and its powerful backers that the massacre of
Palestinians must stop.

If Israel were to be convinced by strongly worded statements and impressive
conferences, the Palestine question would have been solved decades ago.

Meanwhile, the extermination of the Palestinian people continues, as the world
looks on, as if tuned in to some grisly reality show — the livestreaming of a virtual
genocide. Israel has upped its attacks on Gaza’s hospitals, all in the name of
getting Hamas.

In the eyes of the Jewish state and its staunch defenders, slaughtered Palestinian
babies appear to be a fair price to pay to avenge Israel’s wounded pride in the
aftermath of Oct 7. Yet even some of those who had rushed to be by Israel’s side
after the Hamas attack are beginning to have second thoughts; the French
president has said Tel Aviv must stop killing “babies and women”.

Sadly, those who have the power to stop this butchery are either aiding Israel’s
bloodthirsty campaign, or making weak entreaties for the massacre to be toned
down.

However, hundreds of thousands of common people, with no political power but
with great moral clarity in Sana’a, New York, London and other cities, are
demanding an end to the massacre. Will the callous global elite listen to their
voices?
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